The North is a young man — 25 years old.

22d. 50c. Eff. Wendell Hare comes very early to town. He is much in the field, having no friends, but those he meets with at the public house, or the street beside the road to it is his favorite. The yard of which he has erected himself the ground is his own. & stuck the idiot in, call him the ground. What has he to do with the ground, it is evident? He must be removed from thence.

A young man with a horse during the day he being obliged to remain all day at this round in which we judge there must have been so much of cattle & having no business of obtaining a living but [by] the bread-bags. Mr. Coleman is an extremely anxious, a state that his eyes become as glassy, when upon it. His eyes are bright when intellectual. Clear he has a remarkable talent for conversation, continually talking of relating some event, breathing with a gush, seems to cheat himself, but it comes up so easily that in not swallowing it too; he as well as very small and sharp, available breathing. rough.

45 Bushels of Wheat, on a day — never must be

Minerals at Y. Bar-— the clay Iron Stone — partly decomposed somewhat similar to angry Bath, looking as much like sand stone, but evidently a decomposed granite, forming the sandy ground of Pond's a square piece of iron one & 2 other stones.
mahurita mine - on Sarrenz.
Soap Stone is hard schistous - & Black
dry Sulphur in a hill in neaqbour
hood, AD 1843 On on it at the wall granite
and schistus below - & the Black Stone
is casspiance & above it.

Stone - Then schistus of a lighter
colour - & top a blue stone & line - then
schistus hard & rasper pre from gold
mine.

23° 56' Fm. Jot Burris we proceeded
ever the Hills to the River from in
the range we crossed being shaggy Bath
where geological features at first
sight would appear to be a sandstone
this is not the case the red Stock
stone is not the case the red Stock
stone this quartz in broken pieces & some
particular of the red Stock Stone like
rich according to yellow - When
descending (the Ter to the Tributary
met with Capt. Seven) Meet...
by the red iron stone & others by
the grey stone in many places resembling
line stone - all these stones vary with
different places in some amount & is
found in others but little - in some
it has a slate formation approaching
almost to slate - in others it forms a
hard earth laminated rock - at maj's
well - in others it is cursed or wavy
as some of the specimens of this day
show - & some it descends into the
soap stone - all these micas the place
one grand resemblance to each other
in containing the mica & forming the
walls of the lodges or the
Dee Site.
The mica & its varieties from yellow
to dark red or brown & variously formed -
crystallizes fill up the lodge which may
either contains more or less of the order
from which the ore may be entirely drawn.
& the stone is of various
forms somewhat resembling the granite
hills at Swan Port.
but they may be intermixed with sandy or free from it having either a acid or a metallic appearance or they may be of a red yellow grey & gritty nature. The Blue Limestone may be laminated or not on the top of a hill about the above the mine where some exploratory had been made there was a large round mass of this rock below the surface - the Mica becomes very hard in some cases may not come off the stone as on top of the No other be identified. The various rocks are after leaving the terraces seen where earth had been made for one on top of one hill a very plain & open looking stone of various other sorts until we arrived at the gold mine. Sure the Mica was very hard & the ore mixed with glassy looking Quartz there are two levels and one shaft the shaft is at top & surrounded by boarded fence locked up as in also the trap door on the top of shaft it is a Copper Mine.

The Montacute mine lies in the hills of the Vesperite side of the valley it is the only one which is worked it is similar to the others on ascending the hill one road out of this valley there on the hill sides are moneynote masses of the hard Mica but Quartz also the affixed as well as the Blue Limestone which occupies the cast side of the hill near the
top the extreme to the burning to hard pita which is apparent all the way down taking the course of the coast to the vicinity tho with some variations